
 

SAYWARD FUTURES SOCIEITY 
ACCEPTING BIDS - WHARF REPAIRS 

 
Work to start immediately  and be complete by June 28, 2020. 

 
SFS is looking for a contractor to replace railings, curb timbers, barriers, painting etc. at 
Kelsey Bay/Ocean View Gifts Wharf.  Interested contactors may obtain work 
specifications from Sayward Futures Society. We will give interested applicants a walk 
through to assess contract. 
 

Please contact 
Sayward Futures Society 250 282-0018/Michelle 250-898-4313 

 or email sfs@saywardvalley.net 
Located at 16 Sayward Rd., Sayward BC 

 
 

SAYWARD FUTURES SOCIEITY 
ACCEPTING BIDS - WHARF REPAIRS 

 
Work to start by June 01, 2020  and be complete by July 15, 2020. 

 
WORK REQUIRED 

1)  Replace 2X6" X 33" wood red rail caps.  
2)  Replace 2x6" X 8' red mid guard rail boards X5. 
3)  Replace 2X6" X 8" X 2" mid guard rails. 
4)  Replace 2X6' cap rails. 
5)  Paint 7 yellow  tripping hazard curb timbers in front of store and Al's room. 
6)  Paint yellow tripping hazard curb timbers past Al's room.  
7)  Paint 2 yellow cement barriers hazards by viewing station.  
8)  Paint yellow  4 ' by 3 ' screwed in planks on the deck/non railed corner on wharf. 
9)  Remove and replace 17 aluminium caps on vertical pilings. 
10) Paint yellow wood block edgings from top to inward facing that do not contain rails 
and are along the large vessel docking side.  ( Two coats )  
11)  Add railings in areas not used by large ships similar to wharf entrance railings. 
12)  Repaint  2 coats all current red and yellow painted areas. 
13)  Reset decking spikes that are protruding. 
14)  Repaint yellow  entrance gate blocking vehicles. 
15)  Replace wharf plank rotted gaps in two areas (aprox 1'). 
16)  Build a protection rail off the top left end of wharf entrance. 
17)  Build a frame/backing and install two new signs. 
All materials to be supplied by contractor (Wood should be red cedar) - Aluminium for 
piling caps, yellow and red paint will be supplied by SFS. 


